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Summary 

The Californian Air Resources Board sets emission related rules that any car 
manufacturer selling cars that are supposed to be driven in California has to follow. 
These rules states that anything that might cause emissions to exceed the federal limits 
by 50 % or more must lead to that the driver is notified about the engine problem. 

This degree project investigates what obstacles that might exist for a diagnostic test 
system named Pantera to be possible to use for any car manufacturer. Today is Pantera 
used at Volvo Cars engine department as a tool to produce faults ant to verify that a 
fault code, a.k.a. DTC, is set in the engine control module and that the Malfunction 
Indicator Lamp on the dashboard is illuminated. 

In this dissertation was what was Volvo specific and what was, or might be, general for 
all car manufacturers investigated, when performing tests to verify that the correct DTC 
is set when appropriate fault has occurred, concerning test methods. 

The test methods used at Volvo Cars was not that complicated that was assumed. No, or 
very few, tests produced an actual hardware fault with the help of Pantera. The signals 
from the sensors and monitoring components were instead manipulated to simulate that 
a fault had occurred. 
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List of abbreviations and definitions 
CARB stands for Californian Air Resources Board.  

 

DTC stands for Diagnostic Trouble Code and is an alphanumeric code which is set in a 
vehicle’s onboard computer when a monitor detects a condition likely to lead to (or has 
already produced) a component or system failure. 

 

P-code is a Powerline associated DTC with the addition to the DTC definition that it 
can be set when a component or system can contribute to exceeding emissions standards 
by 1.5 times the certification standard. Begins all alphanumeric codes with the letter P. 

 

Freeze frame is a “snap shot” that contains all sensor values at the time a DTC was set. 

 

OBD stands for On Board Diagnostic. 

 

OBD-II  is the latest version of OBD. Standard in all cars built after January 1, 1996. 

 

MIL  stands for Malfunction Indicator Lamp, also known as “Check Engine Light” and 
situated on the dashboard. 

 

ECM  stands for Engine Control Module and is the computer that controls emissions 
and engine operations. 

 

PWM stands for Pulse Width Modulation. Is a SAE-established OBD-II communication 
standard and one of three hardware layers defined by OBD-II. 

 

VPM  stands for Variable Pulse width Modulation. Also known as VPW. SAE –
established OBD-II communication standard and one of three hardware layers defined 
by OBD-II. 

 

ISO 9141 is an International Standards Organization standard for OBD-II 
communication mode and one of three hardware layers defined by OBD-II. 
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1 Introduction 
This dissertation was performed at Movimento in Gothenburg, Sweden where I 
analysed and evaluated the possibility to generalise their diagnostic test system named 
Pantera to not only support Volvo Cars system but all possible cars system. 

1.1 Background 

Almost all cars sold today uses an on-board computer system to monitor the cars 
performance. This is done by control modules for different areas of responsibility e.g. 
engine, climate, internal, etc. A control module in the car sets a specific DTC (fault 
code) when a specific fault has occurred, for example when a sensor is short circuit to 
ground, or when a system not operating accurately. These DTC’s, and more information 
about the car,  can be read with different kinds of diagnostic tools, for example DHA 
(Diagnostic Host Application) that been used at Volvo Cars at the Research and 
Development department, or VADIS (Volvo Aftersales Diagnostic and Information 
System) that authorized Volvo-workshops utilize. 

Both this tools (in fact software) communicates with the car using a system called D2. 
D2 is a manufacturer specific system for Volvo that is an extension from a system 
called OBD-II (D2 is being replaced by GGD that should be used by all car-
manufacturers within the Ford company). OBD-II is a standardized emissions 
diagnostic system that every car built since January 1, 1996 supports.  

In California, USA a board named CARB (California Air Resources Board), among 
others, sets and enforces emission standards for motor vehicles. They have determined 
that the drivers shall be notified if a fault has occurred that can cause emissions to 
exceed the federal limits by 50 % or more by illuminating the MIL. This is what OBD-
II does; it monitors vehicle emissions and determines if a DTC shall be set witch may 
result in that the MIL illuminates. 

Movimento in Gothenburg, Sweden supply Volvo Cars engine section with a diagnostic 
test system named Pantera (previously Qualifire). Pantera is used to inject desired fault 
on the car to verify that correct DTC is set. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose with this dissertation was to evaluate if Pantera and 6 scripts provided by 
Volvo Cars for “P-code testing” could be used by other car manufacturers. If Pantera 
was usable, the parts of the scripts that were general for all car manufacturers should be 
selected.  
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1.3 Targets 

• Evaluation of which tests (P-codes) that are being tested in the six scripts and 
comparison with what is required from CARB in “Modifications to Malfunction 
and Diagnostic System Requirements for 2004 and Subsequent Model-Year 
Passenger Cars, Light-Duty Trucks, and Medium-Duty Vehicles and Engines 
(OBD II), Section 1968.2, Title 13, California Code Regulations” 

• Identification of those interfaces in Pantera that are general, or can be 
generalised, for all car manufacturers and thereby what parts of the scripts that 
are general. 

• Documentation of those signals that are included in those interfaces that is 
general. 

2 Preconditions 

2.1 Monitoring the engine system 

All modern vehicles have a computer or an ECM (manufacturers may use other names) 
that controls the engine operation. The main purpose of this is to keep the engine 
running at top efficiency with the lowest possible emissions. With today’s strict 
emission regulation, it’s not easy to achieve. The engine needs to be constantly adjusted 
according to various conditions such as speed, load, engine temperature, gasoline 
quality, ambient air temperature, road conditions, etc. A number of sensors provide the 
ECM with all these necessary inputs. According to the inputs, the ECM makes initial 
adjustments adding or subtracting fuel, advancing or retarding the ignition timing, 
increasing or decreasing idle speed, etc.  

The ECM has a self-diagnostic capability and constantly tests operation of sensors and 
other components. When any of the sensor signals is missing or out of normal range, the 
ECM sets a DTC, stores it in the ECM memory together with a freeze frame and 
illuminates the MIL. The same will happen if a mechanical component of a controlled 
system fails. 

2.1.1 Examples of monitored sensors and systems 

All sensors and systems that are monitored are not described below. This is just some of 
the most common with traditionally used abbreviations in brackets. These can be useful 
when reading the signals in appendix A, Tests. 

There is a primary oxygen (O2 front) sensor installed in the exhaust before the catalytic 
converter that monitors the quality of combustion in the cylinders. Based on the 
feedback from this oxygen sensor the ECM makes fine adjustment to the air-fuel 
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mixture to reduce emissions. Another oxygen (O2 rear) sensor installed after the 
catalytic converter in the exhaust monitors the catalytic converter’s efficiency. [3] 

New types of oxygen sensors are equipped with built in electric heater that helps the 
oxygen sensor to reach appropriate temperature. The Oxygen Sensor Heater (HO2S) 
monitors this system. [4] 

The Mass Air Flow (MAF) sensor is used to measure the amount of air entering the 
engine. It’s located in the intake between the air filter and the throttle. Based on MAF 
sensor signals, the ECM calculates proper amount of fuel to be injected. [3] 

Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) sensor measures the negative pressure in the 
exhaust. The data from the MAP is used to estimate current load. [4] 

To measure the temperature of the intake air a Manifold Air Temperature (MAT) sensor 
is used. The temperature of the intake air is important as the amount of oxygen in the air 
vary with temperature. [4] 

Knock sensors are used to distinguish vibrations caused by to early ignition. ECM uses, 
among other, this signal to detect misfires (irregular ignitions). [4] 

Positive Crankcase Ventilation (PCV) valve routes unburned crankcase blow by gases 
back into the intake manifold where they can be re-burned. The PCV system is one of 
the oldest emission control systems. [4] 

The Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) system controls a valve located on the intake 
manifold that opens a small passageway between the exhaust and intake manifold to 
allow a measured amount of exhaust to flow back into the engine. This reduces 
combustion temperatures and helps to control the formation of oxides of nitrogen. [4] 

There are a few more emission control related systems. For example, the Evaporative 
system (EVAP) designed to prevent gasoline vapours from the gas tank from being 
released into the atmosphere. It also contains number of sensors and actuators controlled 
by the ECM. [3] 

2.2 CARB and OBD-II 

Californian Air Resources Board (CARB) is a board in California, USA that works to 
attain and maintain healthy air quality in California [1]. Among other, they set and 
enforce emission standards that the car manufacturers must follow to be able to sell cars 
that are supposed to be driven in California. In 1988 CARB adopted regulations 
effective on 1994 model cars requiring that they should be equipped with on-board 
computer systems to monitor emission performance and alert owners there was a 
problem [1]. 

During the 70’s and early 1980’s manufacturers had already started using electronic 
means to control engine functions and diagnose simpler engine problems. This was 
primarily to meet EPA (United States Environmental Protection Agency) emission 
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standards [2]. This was the early start of diagnostic systems. At first there were few 
standards and each manufacturer had their own systems and signals. 

In the mid-90’s OBD-II was introduced as a new standard witch provided almost 
complete engine control and also monitored parts of the chassis, body and accessory 
devices, as well as the diagnostic control network of the car. OBD-II was an expanded 
set of standards and practices developed by SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) and 
were adopted by the EPA and CARB for implementation by January 1, 1996. [2] 

OBD-II, although it’s a standard, has three distinct interfaces: PWM (Pulse Width 
Modulation), VPW (Variable Pulse Width) and ISO 9141-2/ ISO 14230-4. Lately even 
CAN (Controller Area Network) has been used and by the year 2008 [5] all cars will be 
using the CAN protocol. This has to be considered when making an attempt to 
generalise Pantera since Pantera communicates with the OBD-II system. 

CARB requires all manufacturers to demonstrate compliance with their Malfunction and 
Diagnostic System Requirements. For each model year CARB selects a number of 
powertrain variant sets that they require the manufacturers to verify. The verification 
consist of two parts, verification of emission levels and verification of emission-related 
DTC’s, a.k.a. P-codes. Pantera is used at Volvo Cars to verify these P-codes.  

One must keep in mind that all DTC’s don’t states an obvious cause, only the effect e.g. 
“System To Lean” that only tells that the fuel-air mixture is to lean, not what the reason 
to it is. 

3 The diagnostic test system Pantera 
Pantera is an analysis, prototyping and test automation tool for embedded intelligent 
electronics. [Pantera manual] 

At the heart of Pantera is a simulator that executes real-time programs that are 
encapsulated in “components”. Components can communicate via “ports” that are 
connected by “signals” and they are event-driven, i.e. they can react to events on their 
in-ports and can generate events on their out ports. [Pantera manual] 

There are different types of components in Pantera, e.g. generators, triggers, faults, 
loggers, panels, test controllers and test agents. Each component type is specialized for a 
specific task. Many components are pre-defined and are delivered with Pantera. It is 
also possible to create user defined components by writing programs in E-language 
(similar to the C/C++ languages), either sequential programs or parallel state charts. 
[Pantera manual] 

For each task that Pantera is to perform, a network of interconnected components to be 
executed on the simulator has to be created. In figure 3.1 below such a network of 
interconnected components has been created in the test level, one of the four different 
levels in Pantera. These levels will be described further down in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.1 View of interconnected components  

 

As mentioned above, there are several components in Pantera. In figure 3.1 above, five 
of them are instantiated; test controller, logger, fault, generator, test agent. Below the 
most used components will be described. 

The Test Controller is a reusable script component that is used to control the test 
sequence, such as starting and stopping the test and initializing the SUT. The Test 
Controller is only found in the test level and only one can be used to each test. 
Conversely can there be created several Test Controllers to choose from for each test. A 
Test Controller can be used as a template for another more specialised Test Controller 
allowing the design of similar tests with a “minimum of effort”. 

The Logger is a default component that is found in all three top levels. In the Logger 
selects those signals that shall be logged for later analyse. 

A Generator is used to periodically produce signal events according to the generator 
scheme, e.g. sinus, saw-tooth and square waves. 

The Test Agent offers the possibility to user-define specific objects. There are no 
predefined Test Agents so all are user defined to fit a specific purpose. Since the Test 
Agents are user defined can approximately anything be done inside one, all depending 
on the user’s definitions and programming skills. 

The main component is the fault. When the Fault is active it executes internal actions to 
inject the specified fault. There are two basic types of faults, functional (software-
injected) faults and electrical (hardware-injected) faults. A functional fault is a software 
function that manipulates a virtual signal of a certain data type in some way, for 
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example adding an offset to the signal value or delays the propagation of a signal for 
some time. An electrical fault is a hardware function that operates on a physical signal 
to simulate electrical errors such as short-circuited or open wires. 

Depending on what fault that shall be inserted, different kinds of signals is used. For 
most functional faults is virtual signals used. This signals have the extensions .mim_in 
respectively .mim_out. For electrical faults is a control signal used with the extension 
.control. For some fault are the “raw” signals used as well. This signal has the 
extensions .in and .out depending on the virtual direction inside Pantera. 

All components are included in at least one of the top three levels in Pantera. A level is 
part of the predefined project structure that Pantera enforces. The three top levels, 
“tests”, “test benches” and “test objects”, and the fourth level, “test system”, are 
organised in a hierarchy shown in the project view in figure 3.2 below.  

 
Figure 3.2 The project view in Pantera including the four main levels; tests, test benches, test 
objects and test objects and their connections. The lines between the levels represent their internal 
interfaces against each other. 

 

The project view includes except the four main levels also Test Controllers, Test 
System, Requirements and Batches. Test Controllers are a component in the test level 
but since they can be reused for countless tests its “outdrawn” to the project view. 
Batches contain a collection of tests or requirements that can be executed sequentially to 
automate the testing. Requirements contain a descriptive text and the test or tests that 
need to be executed to verify the requirement. The four main levels are being described 
in next subchapter. 
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3.1 Four main levels in Pantera 

In Pantera each level instantiates simulator objects with unique namespaces. These 
simulator objects communicates via interfaces in witch signals in the object below in the 
hierarchy is made available to the object above in the form of ports. The interface is 
created by the lower component that defines its export interface in the test object-/ test 
bench definition component. See figure 3.3. 

 
Figure 3.3 Complete view of the three top levels with components; test, test bench and test object. 
The interfaces are between definition and connections. 
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3.1.1 Test System 

Starting from the bottom of the project view is the test system. See figure 3.2. This is 
also the first level that is to be configured in a new project. The test system is where the 
user defines the hardware that the project executes on. This includes defining the PC 
that executes the tests (it can be another PC than the one the user sees the GUI on), and 
the interface cards that exists on that computer. The wire harness that connects the test 
system to the test object is however defined in the test object part. The idea is that the 
test system configuration is static for a specific PC and should only need to be defined 
once, regardless of the test object since the test system configuration only defines the 
actual hardware on the PC. 

3.1.2 Test Object 

Second level or object to be configured is the test object. A test object is an abstraction 
of the physical test object (a.k.a. SUT) i.e. here is the wire harness between the interface 
card and the test object (SUT) defined. A wire in the wire harness is called a probe and 
represents a physical signal (analogue, digital, PWM…) or network (CAN, LIN, serial 
port…). Each probe is given a symbolic name related to the name of the signal on the 
test object (SUT).  

Hardware configuration is made for every interface card. Different parameters are 
configured depending on what kind of signal that is connected to the interface card. E.g. 
for CAN bus speed is configured and for an analogue signal sample rate and voltage 
range can be configured. This is where the abstraction is made, from the physical world 
to a virtual one, meaning that for example an analogue signal in the physical world can 
be represented as a double signal in the virtual world. 

On this level, signals are only collected and “virtualised”, adaptation of a signal of any 
kind is not possibly on this level. This is important for witch interfaces that is general or 
can be generalised. This will be explained later.  

There are four components in a test object (see figure 3.4). Test Probe Harness - where 
the wire harness is configured, Logger - where common signals for all tests can be 
logged, Protocols – where configuration for specific protocols are made (OBD-II, 
D2…) and the Test Bench Definitions where signals are made available for the upper 
level i.e. defining the interface to the Test Benches level. 
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Figure 3.4 View of Test Object level showing the four components; Test Probe Harness, Logger, 
Protocols and Test Object Definitions 

 

3.1.3 Test Benches 

The role of the Test Bench is to hold components that are to be used by many tests so 
they don’t have to be put in every test. Here are test-common signals logged and signals 
can either be created or manipulated in generators and test agents. Since test agents can 
be created on this level, signals can be adapted to fit the interface to the tests 
independent on how the signal “looks like” in the test object. All components that can 
be inserted in a test can also be inserted in a test bench, except the Test Controller, but 
the most important component in the Test Bench for generalisation is the Test Agent. 
Test agents can be user defined through the possibility to write own programs in E-
language and thereby can signals be shaped to fit just about all conditions. Test Agents 
can even be used as an environment simulator thanks to the possibility to used defining 
them. 
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Figure 3.5 View of a Test Bench including the three default components Test Object Connections, 
Logger and Test Bench Definitions and the most important component in the Test Bench – Test 
Agents. The two lower Test Agents are generating new Boolean (true/false) signals depending on 
other incoming signals. The upper is a user defined session manger for OBD-II signals. The 
components are seen in figure 3.3 as well. 

 

3.1.4 Tests 

The last level is the Test. Here is the fault defined and injected. There can be countless 
of Tests that share one Test Bench. In the Test is the Test Controller included. A Test 
Controller can be either sequential or event driven, but both is used to control the test 
sequence. The difference is whether the fault is injected depending on user input, or 
other trigged signals or circumstances. Test Agents and Generators can be inserted on 
this level as well as in the Test Bench level. A default instantiated Logger is also 
availably to log more specific signals in the test. The test criteria that evaluates if a test 
is PASS or FAIL is specified in this level as well. The view of the Tests is similar to the 
Test Benches with the exception of the Test controller, see figure 3.1 and figure 3.3, 
both showing components in the Test level. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Comparison between CARB requirement and Volvo scripts 

This dissertations first target was to evaluate what tests that were tested in the six scripts 
provided by Volvo Cars compared with the requirement from CARB in the document 
“Modifications to Malfunction and Diagnostic System Requirements for 2004 and 
Subsequent Model-Year Passenger Cars, Light-Duty Trucks, and Medium-Duty 
Vehicles and Engines (OBD II), Section 1968.2, Title 13, California Code Regulations”. 
This proved not to be such an easy task as expected. The requirements from CARB are 
not describing what specific DTC’s (P-codes) that must be able to be set. 

In broad outline says the requirements only that a P-code must be set when something 
abnormal occurs that can influence the emissions and that the OBD-II shall monitor 
some systems. These systems are: Catalyst, Heated Catalyst, Misfire, Evaporative, 
Secondary Air, Fuel, Oxygen, Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR), Positive Crankcase 
Ventilation (PCV), Engine Cooling, Cold Start Emission Reduction, Air Conditioning 
(A/C), Variable Valve Timing (VVT), Direct Ozone Reduction (DOR), Particulate 
Matter Trap, Comprehensive and Other Emission Control or Source. What P-code 
(numeric) that is to be set when a specific incident occurs is referred to and determined 
by another standard, SAE J2012 “Diagnostic Trouble Code Definitions”. 

After reading the CARB requirements (“Modifications to Malfunction and Diagnostic 
System Requirements…”) it was clear that there was not a definitive model for which P-
codes that should be possible to set. A dialogue between the manufacturer and CARB is 
made before every new engine model where witch P-codes that should be able to be set 
and when the MIL should be illuminated are decided. It has therefore been impossible 
to compose an account of how many of the required P-codes that are tested. Instead 
have the tested P-codes that the scripts contain been compiled. This compilation can be 
seen in appendix A. The sheet consists of the P-code (numeric), the definition according 
to SAE J2012 standard, comments to and information about the tests e.g. “wrong signal 
used (swapped)” or “lean instead of rich” when there is something incorrect in the test 
and if the test is OK or if the signal only is logged. 

4.2 General interfaces 

The second task in this dissertation was to identify those interfaces in Pantera that are 
general or can be generalised for all car manufacturers.  

The system Pantera it self is possible to use for any car manufacturer since all analogue 
and digital signals can be “virtualised”. The problem could be the different protocols 
that might be used and manufacturers own interpretations of standardised protocols, e.g. 
the OBD-II standard, but this shall not effect the possibility to perform tests and fault 
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injections, only how much of the user defined components in the scripts from Volvo 
Cars that can be reused. 

Since the program Pantera where evaluated usable for all car manufacturers was the 
generalisation therefore focused on what parts of the six scripts that was, or could be, 
general. 

This was done by determining between what levels in Pantera there could be signals that 
could fit all manufacturers system. The analysis is made for P-code testing possibilities 
and with the information about testable P-codes availably in the scripts. 

The where two candidates for one general interface, where the signals “above” in 
Pantera should be universal, and “under” to be manufacturer specified: between the Test 
Object and the Test Bench or between the Test Bench and the Test.  

4.2.1 Candidate one, interface between Test Object and Test Bench 

The first approach was to place a general interface as low as possible, i.e. between Test 
Object and Test Bench. Any lower, between Test System and Test Object is no 
communication and therefore not qualified as an interface candidate. See figure 3.2 for a 
retrospect of the hierarchical dependences between the different levels.  

The advantage with this approach is that there would be as little as possible for the user 
to define by him/her self. 

The disadvantage is that signals not can be modified in the Test Object. There is no 
freedom for differences between various systems. Modifications above the interface 
must be done and then is the interface not general any longer.  

Even between different models at Volvo Cars are there variations in signals, e.g. are 
there differences in how to detect if the engine is running or not. In the older models is 
there a Boolean variable named EngineRunning. In the newer models is there a variable 
of the data type long that contains information about what different modes the car’s in, 
from zero to seven. The mode is determined by a combination of ignition key position 
and EngineRunning. The EngineRunning signal is needed in the Test Controller to 
control when to inject the fault. 

If there are differences within a manufacturer’s various models, there are definitely 
differences between the manufacturers systems and therefore can’t there be a general 
interface at this level. 

4.2.2 Candidate two, interface between Test Bench and Test 

The second approach to where the interface should be placed was one level higher than 
evaluated first. By placing the interface between the Test Bench and the Test arise the 
option to do modifications since Test Agents can be inserted before the interface. 
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The problem with different interpretations of protocols is solved with this approach. In a 
Test Agent the signals can be adjusted to fit the interface above. 

Since candidate one didn’t qualify as a potential interface this is the only possible 
alternative. Furthermore, there is an advantage with this approach; the Test Bench gets a 
natural reason to exist. This level becomes the level where the system adjusts to fit the 
interface. Otherwise, in a smaller perspective with just one test at a time can everything 
that being done in the Test bench be done at the Test level just as well.  

4.3 Signals in the general interfaces 

When where to place the general interface was decided could the last task be done, to 
document the signals in six scripts that passes this fictitious general interfaces.  

The scripts are divided depending on their functional areas. The reason for the divisions 
is simply that the ECM has approximately 150 IO-pins and even though only a subset of 
these are relevant for the emission-related P-code setting, the measurement and control 
hardware used at Volvo Cars has a limited bandwidth of 14 controlled electrical signals 
per test system configuration. 

The functional areas the tests are divided into are: 

• AIR - tests related to air metering and filling diagnosis 

• CAMCRANK – tests related to cam- /crank-shaft diagnosis 

• FUEL – tests related to fuel system diagnosis 

• IGNITION – tests related to ignition system diagnosis 

• LAMBDA – tests related to exhaust after treatment diagnosis 

• MISC – tests related to miscellaneous P-codes 

The signals for each test is described in appendix A, Tests, together with the definition 
to every test according to SAE J2012/ISO 15031-6, what fault  that is injected and 
comments to the test. 

4.3.1 Test Controller signals 

On the Test level is both the Fault and the Test Controller inserted. These two 
components chare two signals, enableFault and faultActive. Both signals are Boolean 
variables. enableFault is set to true or false in the Test Controller and faultActive is set 
in the Fault. The Fault component is trigged to be injected from enableFault and when 
the fault is injected is faultActive set to true. The Test Controller sets enableFault to true 
when the fault shall be injected and gets an acknowledgment that the fault is active by 
the faultActive signal. 
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The other signals used in the Test Controller are OBD related. These signals are struct’s 
included in OBD-II defined services. These struct’s contains a request variable, a 
response variable, a result list and a Boolean OK variable, with a few exceptions. 

The service calls are defined in an “E package” for OBD created by Volvo Cars and 
used to get information from the OBD system, such as DTC’s, MIL status and freeze 
frame information. This information is then used in the Test Controller to evaluate if the 
P-code is set and if the test is OK. These signals and services are not necessary to 
support to be able to inject faults, but to be able to use Pantera to evaluate tests and 
verify if the expected P-code is set is this required.  

5 Conclusions 
The purpose of this dissertation was to analyse and evaluate the possibility to generalise 
the diagnostic test system Pantera to not only support Volvo Cars system but all 
possible cars system. 

My conclusion is that there are no obstacles for the program Pantera to be used by other 
car manufacturers than Volvo Cars. The possibility to use the scripts provided from 
Volvo Cars is also partly possible.  

Since what P-codes that needs to be possible to set is not specified, it’s not possible to 
create a complete test system to be used by the car manufacturers but there can be a 
collection of fabricated test ready for use with a well documented interface between the 
Test-level and the Test Bench-level. These test needs to be connected to the Test Bench 
that is to be “created” by the user where the signals are eventually manipulated to fit the 
interface. 

To be able to use a pre-defined Test Controller similar to the ones used in the scripts, 
there must be an OBD device to support the OBD service requests sent from the Test 
Controller. There is no such device today, instead are there Volvo created “E Packages” 
to support these messages.  

5.1 Analysis of the results 

When the signals passing the trough the fictitious general interfaces where documented, 
I found out that quite a lot tests where incorrect. Although many tests are very simple, 
they contain errors. Many tests are probably created by the “copy-paste” method and 
small changes that needed to be done where forgotten i.e. short circuit to ground instead 
of short circuit to battery or five volts.  

There are also a number of tests where there is no fault “SW-injected”. Of these are 
there a couple of tests that can be changed to inject a fault. 

The general interface that was identified in chapter 4.2 that where placed between the 
Test-level and the Test Bench-level “feels” like the most natural position to place it. 
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After I have discussed this placement with Mats Larsson at Volvo Cars June 29th was he 
of the same opinion. The Test Bench then becomes a natural level where the signals are 
sorted out and adjusted to fit the Tests. This makes it possible to create a collection of 
prefabricated Tests that can be imported to an optional project. The analogue signals 
collected and virtualised are always created as variables of data type double. This means 
that all signals from sensors that shall be fault injected not needs to be adjusted to in the 
Test Bench to fit the interface to the Test-level. But, the signals from the sensors are not 
the only signals used and needed. The Test Controllers created at Volvo Cars uses 
signals that identifies, for example, if the engine is running or not. These signals can be 
of diverse kinds in the actual system, like different CAN-signals. Therefore needs the 
Test Agents to adjust these signals, or even create new Boolean variables depending on 
these signals. 

Further analyse of every Test in the scripts is to recommend before creating a 
predefined collection of Tests. All Tests needs to be verified to be a working procedure 
to set the required P-code. It’s important to know that some tests probably indirect sets 
the wanted P-code and that this is enough for the CARB requirement that demand that 
it’s tested that the P-code can be possible to set. How and when the P-code is set is not 
as important at this moment. The Tests are created to test if the wanted P-code can be 
set, not that the P-code is set under the required circumstances. The reason for this 
might be that the verification of that the P-codes are set under correct circumstances are 
tested in another department at Volvo Cars than the department that uses Pantera to 
verify the P-codes required by CARB. These departments, or groups, might be more 
specified on a specific component. 

5.2 Recommendations for continues work 

My recommendations for continues work is to first control all Tests and correct those 
that are incorrect. 

The second task should be to change those Tests that don’t inject a fault by SW. There 
are Tests that can be changed to inject required fault from inside Pantera. 

When these two tasks are completed should there be a bigger source to create a 
collection of predefined Tests from. From this collection of predefined Test should there 
be possible to import specific faults into a project. These predefined fault could be 
sorted in groups by means of their working area i.e. AIR, LAMBDA and so on. 

To simplify the use of Pantera for all car manufacturers must there be an OBD device to 
support all OBD services. To create own E packages like done at Volvo Cars won’t be 
done at other companies. 
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A Tests 

1 List of signals 
The signals passing trough the fictitious general interface described in chapter 4.2 are 
here listed. The alphanumeric value is gathered from the description provided with 
every test. The definition to respectively code is the standardised definitions from SAE 
J2012/ISO 15031-6 Diagnostic Trouble Code Definitions. 

The signals documented below are the ones used today in the scripts. There are signals 
that are incorrect for that specific test and this is then commented but not corrected in 
the text. 

Below are some terms used in the SAE J2012 standard. 

Circuit/open - fixed value or no response from the system where specific high or low 
detection is not feasible or can be used in conjunction with circuit low and high codes 
where all three circuit conditions can be detected 

Range/performance - circuit is in the normal operating range, but not correct for 
current operating conditions, it may be used to indicate stuck or skewed values 
indicating poor performance of a circuit, component, or system 

Low input  - circuit voltage, frequency, or other characteristic measured at the control 
module input terminal or pin that is below the normal operating range 

High input  - circuit voltage, frequency, or other characteristic measured at the control 
module input terminal or pin that is above the normal operating range 

Every test has its own subheading. The name consists of the numeric P-code and the 
standardised definition. On the first line under every subheading is the tests commented 
and then are the used signals for every test specified. Common signals for all tests in a 
script are specified before the tests are summarised. 

1.1 Script AIR 

Common signals for all tests in this script: 

• EngineRunning_H.in: 

Boolean variable. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• IgnitionKeyPos_H.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• PowerMode.in: 
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Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. Should be able to rationalize 
away. IgnitionKeyPos_H.in should be enough. 

 

• Obd.resp: 

OBD response. Data type: struct{struct{short source; string errMsg}[] errorList; 
struct{short source; buffer msgData}[] msgList}. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• Obd.rq: 

OBD request. Data type: buffer. 

 

1.1.1 P0071, Ambient Air Temperature Sensor Range/Performance 

Constant value, 3 Volts, is applied. This test will probably work. 

• Ambi_air_temp.mim_in / Ambi_air_temp.mim_out: 

Signals of data type double.  

1.1.2 P0072, Ambient Air Temperature Sensor Circuit Low 

Constant value, 5 volts, is applied. This test is shifted with P0073. 

• Ambi_air_temp.mim_in / Ambi_air_temp.mim_out: 

Signals of data type double. 

1.1.3 P0073, Ambient Air Temperature Sensor Circuit High 

Short circuit to ground. This test is shifted with P0072. 

• Ambi_air_temp.control 

All control signals is of this data type: struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.1.4 P0101, Mass or Volume Air Flow Circuit Range/Performance 

Four versions of this test exist. Amplification with 0.5, 0.86, 1.25 respectively 5. 

• MAF_signal.mim_out 

Mass Air Flow signal of data type double. 

1.1.5 P0102, Mass or Volume Air Flow Circuit Low Input 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• MAF_signal.control 
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Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.1.6 P0103, Mass or Volume Air Flow Circuit High Input 

Constant value, 5 volts, is applied. This test will work. 

• MAF_signal.min_in / MAF_signal.mim_out 

Mass Air Flow signal of data type double 

1.1.7 P0110, Intake Air Temperature Sensor 1 Circuit 

Constant value, 1.5 volts, is applied. Wrong signal used in the test, Ambient Air instead 
of Intake Air. This test might work with correct signal used. 

• Ambi_air_temp.mim_in / Ambi_air_temp.mim_out 

Sensor signal of data type double 

1.1.8 P0111, Intake Air Temperature Sensor 1 Circuit Range/Performance 

No SW-fault injected in this test. Fault caused by extern manipulation, resistance used 
to high side check of signal (description in script). Intake_air_temp signals shall be used 
when SW-injection is being done. 

• No signals used 

The .min_in respectively .mim_out signals for Intake_air_temp sensor of data type 
double should probably be used. 

1.1.9 P0112, Intake Air Temperature Sensor 1 Circuit Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Intake_air_temp.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.1.10 P0113, Intake Air Temperature Sensor 1 Circuit High 

Constant value, 5 volts, is applied. This test will work 

• Intake_air_temp.mim_in / Intake_air_temp.mim_out 

Internal manipulation signals of data type double 

1.1.11 P0116, Engine Coolant Temperature Circuit Range/Performance 

Constant value, 4 volts, is applied. Wrong signal used in the test, Ambient Air instead of 
EngineCoolantTemp_H. The EngineCoolantTemp_H signal is a CAN signal and must 
be converted to a double as all other signals used. This shall be done in the Test Bench 
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with a Test Agent that for instance “creates” a value on a “double signal” when the 
CAN signal is changed and vice versa. 

• Ambi_air_temp.mim_in / Ambi_air_temp.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.1.12 P0237, Turbo/Super Charger Boost Sensor “A” Circuit Low 

Short circuit to ground. Wrong signal for this P-code. The description for this test says 
”ECM - Signal voltage, pressure sensor upstream throttle valve. Short circuit to 
ground.”. Probably wrong P-code (numeric) for this test and the two following. 
Probably wrong signals used for the described tests to. 

• MAP_signal.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.1.13 P0238, Turbo/Super Charger Boost Sensor “A” Circuit High 

Constant value, 5 volts, is applied. As described in the test above is this not a correct 
test. 

• MAP_signal.mim_in / MAP_signal.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.1.14 P0240, Turbo/Super Charger Boost Sensor “B” Circuit Range/Performance 

Constant value, 0.9 volts, is applied. Same with this test as with the two test above. 
Probably working tests for P-codes concerning the MAP (Manifold Absolute Pressure) 
sensor. 

• MAP_signal.mim_in / MAP_signal.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.1.15 P0442, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detected (small leak) 

No SW-fault injected in this test. Fault probably caused by extern manipulation. Signals 
are only logged in this test. 

• No other signals than the common signals for all tests are used. 

1.1.16 P0443, Evaporative Emission System Purge Control Valve Circuit 

Open circuit fault. Tests P-code P0444 below. 

• Purge_valve.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 
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1.1.17 P0444, Evaporative Emission System purge Control Valve Circuit Open 

Short circuit to battery. Alternative to P-code P0445. This P-code is tested in test above. 

• Purge_valve.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.1.18 P0445, Evaporative Emission System Purge Control Valve Circuit Shorted 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Purge_valve.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.1.19 P0456, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detected (very small leak) 

As in test P0442 are signals only logged in this test. 

• No other signals than the common signals for all tests are used. 

1.1.20 P0496, Evaporative Emission System High Purge Flow 

Signals are only logged in this test. No SW-fault injected. Fault caused by extern 
manipulation. The description to the test in the script is: “Disconnect cable harness from 
purge valve. Mount a loose purge valve to cable harness. Feed the cars purge valve with 
12v“. 

• No signals used 

1.1.21 P0497, Evaporative Emission System Low Purge Flow 

Same as above, no SW-fault injected. Description: “Disconnect cable harness from 
purge valve. Mount a loose purge valve to cable harness”. 

• No signals used 

1.1.22 P0506, Idle Air Control System RPM Lower Than Expected 

Same as above, no SW-fault injected. Description: “Use an air duct with adjustable 
valve between manifold and throttle to choke the air supply”. 

• No signals used 

1.1.23 P0507, Idle Air Control System RPM Higher Than Expected 

Same as above, no SW-fault injected. Description: “Use an air duct with adjustable 
valve between manifold and ducting upstream throttle to bypass throttle.”. 

• No signals used 
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1.1.24 P0607, Control Module Performance 

Same as above. Description: “Electronic Throttle System monitoring in the ECM 
compared a simplified filtered permissable torque with an actual calculated torque”. 

• No signals used to inject fault. 

1.1.25 P0638, Throttle Actuator Control Range/Performance Bank 1 

Same as above, no SW-fault injected. No description on how to externally inject the 
fault. 

• No signals used 

1.1.26 P2101, Throttle Actuator Control Motor Circuit Rang e/Performance 

Same as above, no SW-fault injected. No description on how to externally inject the 
fault. 

• No signals used 

1.1.27 P2108, Throttle Actuator Control Module Performance 

Same as above, no SW-fault injected. No description on how to externally inject the 
fault. 

• No signals used 

1.1.28 P2111, Throttle Actuator Control System - Stuck Open 

Same as above, no SW-fault injected. Description: “Mount a loose throttle”. 

• No signals used 

1.1.29 P2112, Throttle Actuator Control System - Stuck Closed 

Same as above, no SW-fault injected. Description: “Mount a loose throttle”. 

• No signals used 

1.1.30 P2135, Throttle/Pedal Position Sensor/Switch “A” / “B” Voltage 
Correlation 

Open circuit fault. Probably wrong test for this P-code. 

• Throttle_sensor_gnd.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.2 Script CAMCRANK 

Common signals for all tests in this script: 
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• EngineRunning_H.in: 

Boolean variable. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• filtered_EngineRunning: 

Boolean variable. Used in the Logger. Created in the Test Bench. Filtered for a periodic 
signal. Only changed values are output. Shall not be necessary for the tests. 

 

• IgnitionKeyPos_H.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• Filtered_IgnitionKeyPos: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Logger. Created in the Test Bench. Filtered for a 
periodic signal. Only changed values are output. Shall not be necessary for the tests. 

 

• PowerMode.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. Should be able to rationalize 
away. IgnitionKeyPos_H.in should be enough. 

 

• Obd.resp: 

OBD response. Data type: struct{struct{short source; string errMsg}[] errorList; 
struct{short source; buffer msgData}[] msgList}. Used in the Test Controller. Used in 
the Test Controller. 

 

• Obd.rq: 

OBD request. Data type: buffer. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

1.2.1 P0016, Crankshaft Position - Camshaft Position Correlation Bank 1 Sensor 
A 

An offset, 0.8 volts, is applied. This test will probably work. 

• Cam_pos_sensor_inlet.mim_in / cam_pos_sensor_inlet.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 
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1.2.2 P0117, Crankshaft Position – Camshaft Position Correlation Bank 1 Sensor 
B 

An offset, 0.8 volts, is applied. This test will probably work. 

• Cam_pos_sensor_exhaust.mim_in / cam_pos_exhaust.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.2.3 P0026, Intake Valve Control Solenoid Circuit Range/Performance Bank 1 

No SW-fault injected. Description:” Disconnect inlet camshaft actuator & connect a 
unmounted”. 

• No signals used 

1.2.4 P0027, Exhaust Valve Control Solenoid Circuit Range/Performance Bank 1 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Disconnect outlet camshaft actuator connect a 
unmounted actuator to cable harness”. 

• No signals used 

1.2.5 P0076, Intake Valve Control Solenoid Circuit Low Bank 1 

Short circuit to ground. This test works. 

• VVT_valve_inlet.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.2.6 P0077, Intake Valve Control Solenoid Circuit High Bank 1 

No SW-fault injected. Not a correct description provided. Signals only logged. 

• No signals used 

1.2.7 P0079, Exhaust Valve Control Solenoid Circuit Low Bank 1 

Short circuit to ground. This test works. 

• VVT_valve_exhaust.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.2.8 P0080, Exhaust Valve Control Solenoid Circuit High Bank 1 

No fault injected. Should be similar to P0079 above with the exception that the signal is 
short circuited to battery or a constant value of 5 volts applies. 

• No signals used 

Either the VVT_valve_exhaust.control or the .mim signals should be used. 
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1.2.9 P0336, Crankshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit Range/Performance 

No fault injected. 

• No signals used 

1.2.10 P0337, Crankshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit Low 

No fault injected. Same signal as in P0336 above needed. 

• No signals used 

1.2.11 P0338, Crankshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit High 

Short circuit to ground. Wrong fault for this P-code. This test works for P0337 above if 
correct signal is used. Don’t know if this is correct signal. 

• flywheel_pos_sensor.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.2.12 P0340, Camshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit Bank 1 or Single Sensor 

Open circuit fault. This test will probably work. 

• Cam_pos_sensor_inlet.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.2.13 P0342, Camshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit Low Bank 1 or Single Sensor 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Cam_pos_sensor_inlet.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.2.14 P0343, Camshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit High Bank 1 or Single Sensor 

Constant value, 5 volts, applied. This test will probably work. 

Cam_pos_sensor_inlet.mim_in / Cam_pos_sensor_inlet.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double. 

1.2.15 P0344, Camshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit Intermittent Bank 1 or Single 
Sensor 

Intermittent short circuit to ground. Should probably be intermittent open circuit. 
Number of cycles: 200. Periods: 1. The number of multiples of 100us the short circuit 
should occur: 10. Probably wrong signal used, exhaust instead of inlet.  

• Cam_pos_sensor_exhaust.control 
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Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.2.16 P0345, Camshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit Bank 2 

Intermittent short circuit to ground. Shall neither be intermittent or short to ground. P-
code similar to P0340 but with the exhaust sensor instead of the inlet sensor. 

• Cam_pos_sensor_exhaust.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.2.17 P0347, Camshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit Low Bank 2 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Cam_pos_sensor_exhaust.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.2.18 P0348, Camshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit High Bank 2 

Constant value, 5 volts, is applied. This test will work 

• Cam_pos_sensor_exhaust.mim_in / cam_pos_sensor_exhaust.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.2.19 P0349, Camshaft Position Sensor "A" Circuit Intermittent Bank 2 

No fault injected. This P-code is probably tested in test P0344. 

• No signal used 

1.2.20 P0503, Vehicle Speed Sensor "A" Intermittent/Erratic/High 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Open the A48 before starting the car. Crank quite a 
long time in order to start the car”. Test only logged. 

• No signals used 

1.2.21 P0727, Engine Speed Input Circuit No Signal 

No SW-fault injected. Same description as above.  

1.2.22 P0863, TCM Communication Circuit 

No SW-fault injected. Same description as in P0503. 

1.3 Script FUEL 

Common signals for all tests in this script: 
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• EngineRunning_H.in: 

Boolean variable. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• Filtered_IgnitionKeyPos0_H: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. Created in the Test Bench. 
Filtered for a periodic signal. Only changed values are output. 

  

• PowerMode.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. Should be able to rationalize 
away. IgnitionKeyPos_H.in should be enough. 

 

• Obd.resp: 

OBD response. Data type: struct{struct{short source; string errMsg}[] errorList; 
struct{short source; buffer msgData}[] msgList}. Used in the Test Controller. Used in 
the Test Controller. 

 

• Obd.rq: 

OBD request. Data type: buffer. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

1.3.1 P0201, Injector Circuit/Open – Cylinder 1 

Open Circuit fault. This test will work. 

• Injector_1.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.2 P0202, Injector Circuit/Open – Cylinder 2 

Open Circuit fault. This test will work. 

• Injector_2.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.3 P0203, Injector Circuit/Open – Cylinder 2 

Open Circuit fault. This test will work. 

• Injector_3.control 
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Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.4 P0204, Injector Circuit/Open – Cylinder 2 

Open Circuit fault. This test will work. 

• Injector_4.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.5 P0205, Injector Circuit/Open – Cylinder 2 

Open Circuit fault. This test will work. 

• Injector_5.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.6 P0206, Injector Circuit/Open – Cylinder 2 

Open Circuit fault. This test will work. 

• Injector_6.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.7 P0261, Cylinder 1 Injector Circuit Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Injector_1.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.8 P0262, Cylinder 1 Injector Circuit High 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 

• Injector_1.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.9 P0264, Cylinder 2 Injector Circuit Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Injector_2.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.10 P0265, Cylinder 2 Injector Circuit High 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 
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• Injector_2.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.11 P0267, Cylinder 3 Injector Circuit Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Injector_3.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.12 P0268, Cylinder 3 Injector Circuit High 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 

• Injector_3.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.13 P0270, Cylinder 4 Injector Circuit Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Injector_4.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.14 P0271, Cylinder 4 Injector Circuit High 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 

• Injector_4.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.15 P0273, Cylinder 5 Injector Circuit Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Injector_5.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.16 P0274, Cylinder 5 Injector Circuit High 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 

• Injector_5.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 
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1.3.17 P0276, Cylinder 6 Injector Circuit Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Injector_6.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.18 P0277, Cylinder 6 Injector Circuit High 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 

• Injector_6.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.19 P0442, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detected (small leak) 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signals used 

1.3.20 P0456, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detected (very small leak) 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signals used 

1.3.21 P2187, System Too Lean at Idle Bank 1 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Introduce an air leak after MAF to get lean 
condition??  Drive the vehicle normally and then let the engine run at idle.”  

• No signals used 

1.3.22 P2188, System Too Rich at Idle Bank 1 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Raise the fuel pressure when engine runs at idle to 
get rich condition.” There is a Fuel_pressure signal available at this and the test above 
and those two under. This might be usable. 

• No signals used 

1.3.23 P2189, System Too Lean at Idle Bank 2 

No SW-fault injected. Same description as P2187. 

• No signals used 

1.3.24 P2190, System Too Rich at Idle Bank 

No SW-fault injected. Same description as P2188. 
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• No signal used 

1.3.25 P2400, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detection Pump Control 
Circuit/Open  

Open circuit fault. This test will work. 

• Leakage_pump.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.26 P2401, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detection Pump Control Circuit 
Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• Leakage_pump.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.27 P2402, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detection Pump Control Circuit 
High 

Short circuit to battery. Wrong signal used, Fuel_pump instead of Leakage_pump. 

• Fuel_pump.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.28 P2404, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detection Pump Sense Circuit 
Range/Performance 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used 

1.3.29 P2405, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detection Pump Sense Circuit 
Low 

No SW-fault injected. Description:” “Reference leak current limit check. Reference 
current below lower limit.” 

• No signal used 

1.3.30 P2406, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detection Pump Sense Circuit 
High 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Reference leak current limit check. Reference 
current above upper limit.” 

• No signal used 
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1.3.31 P2407, Evaporative Emission System Leak Detection Pump Sense Circuit 
Intermittent/Erratic 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Current fluctuation check” 

• No signal used 

1.3.32 P2418, Evaporative Emission System Switching Valve Control Circuit 
/Open 

Open circuit fault. Description to this test: ““In this test the fuel pump cable is 
connected over DM-TL valve control (B40).” This test will probably work. 

• Fuel_pump.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.33 P2419, Evaporative Emission System Switching Valve Control Circuit Low  

Short circuit to ground. Same description as above. This test will probably work. 

• Fuel_pump.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.3.34 P2420, Evaporative Emission System Switching Valve Control Circuit High 

Short circuit to battery. Same description as in test P2418. This test will probably work. 

• Fuel_pump.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4 Script AIR 

Common signals for all tests in this script: 

• EngineRunning_H.in: 

Boolean variable. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• IgnitionKeyPos0_H.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• PowerMode.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. Should be able to rationalize 
away. IgnitionKeyPos_H.in should be enough. 
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• Obd.resp: 

OBD response. Data type: struct{struct{short source; string errMsg}[] errorList; 
struct{short source; buffer msgData}[] msgList}. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• Obd.rq: 

OBD request. Data type: buffer. 

 

1.4.1 P0300, Random/Multiple Cylinder Misfire Detected 

Short circuit to ground on both signals. This test short circuits ignition coils one and 
four to ground. Should cause misfire. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_1.control 

• Ignition_4.control 

Both control signals of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.2 P0301, Cylinder 1 Misfire Detected 

Open circuit fault. Probably wrong fault injected. Might work with this fault to. The 
similar faults are short circuit to ground (P0300, P0302-P0306). 

• Ignition_1.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.3 P0302, Cylinder 2 Misfire Detected 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_2.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.4 P0303, Cylinder 3 Misfire Detected 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_3.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.5 P0304, Cylinder 4 Misfire Detected 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_4.control 
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Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.6 P0305, Cylinder 5 Misfire Detected 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_5.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.7 P0306, Cylinder 6 Misfire Detected 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_6.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.8 P0351, Ignition Coil "A" Primary/Secondary Circuit 

Open circuit fault. Will probably work. 

• Ignition_1.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.9 P0352, Ignition Coil "B" Primary/Secondary Circuit 

Open circuit fault. Will probably work. 

• Ignition_2.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.10 P0353, Ignition Coil "C" Primary/Secondary Circuit 

Open circuit fault. Will probably work. 

• Ignition_3.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.11 P0354, Ignition Coil "D" Primary/Secondary Circuit 

Open circuit fault. Will probably work. 

• Ignition_4.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.12 P0355, Ignition Coil "E" Primary/Secondary Circuit 

Open circuit fault. Will probably work. 
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• Ignition_5.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.13 P0356, Ignition Coil "F" Primary/Secondary Circuit 

Open circuit fault. Will probably work. 

• Ignition_6.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.14 P2300, Ignition Coil “A” Primary Control Circuit Lo w 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_1.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.15 P2301, Ignition Coil “A” Primary Control Circuit Hi gh 

Short circuit to battery. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_1.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.16 P2303, Ignition Coil “B” Primary Control Circuit Lo w 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_2.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.17 P2304, Ignition Coil “B” Primary Control Circuit Hi gh 

Short circuit to battery. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_2.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.18 P2306, Ignition Coil “C” Primary Control Circuit Lo w 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_3.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 
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1.4.19 P2307, Ignition Coil “C” Primary Control Circuit Hi gh 

Short circuit to battery. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_3.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.20 P2309, Ignition Coil “D” Primary Control Circuit Lo w 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_4.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.21 P2310, Ignition Coil “D” Primary Control Circuit Hi gh 

Short circuit to battery. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_4.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.22 P2312, Ignition Coil “E” Primary Control Circuit Lo w 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_5.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.23 P2313, Ignition Coil “E” Primary Control Circuit Hi gh 

Short circuit to battery. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_5.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.24 P2315, Ignition Coil “F” Primary Control Circuit Lo w 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_6.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.4.25 P2316, Ignition Coil “F” Primary Control Circuit Hi gh 

Short circuit to battery. This test will probably work. 

• Ignition_6.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 
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1.5 Script LAMBDA 

Common signals for all tests in this script: 

• EngineRunning_H.in: 

Boolean variable. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• IgnitionKeyPos_H.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• PowerMode.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. Should be able to rationalize 
away. IgnitionKeyPos_H.in should be enough. 

 

• Obd.resp: 

OBD response. Data type: struct{struct{short source; string errMsg}[] errorList; 
struct{short source; buffer msgData}[] msgList}. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• Obd.rq: 

OBD request. Data type: buffer. 

 

1.5.1 P0030, HO2S Heater Control Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Open circuit fault. This test will probably work. 

• O2_heater_bank1_front.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.2 P0031, HO2S Heater Control Circuit Low Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• O2_heater_bank1_front.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.3 P0032, HO2S Heater Control Circuit High Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 

• O2_heater_bank1_front.control 
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Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.4 P0036, HO2S Heater Control Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 2 

Open circuit fault. This test will probably work. 

• O2_heater_bank1_rear.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.5 P0037, HO2S Heater Control Circuit Low Bank 1 Sensor 2 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• O2_heater_bank1_rear.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.6 P0038, HO2S Heater Control Circuit High Bank 1 Sensor 2 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 

• O2_heater_bank1_rear.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.7 P0040, O2 Sensor Signals Swapped Bank 1 Sensor 1/ Bank 2 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. Should be possible to produce with two Faults inserted in the test 
that swaps the signals. 

• No signals used 

1.5.8 P0041, O2 Sensor Signals Swapped Bank 1 Sensor 2/ Bank 2 Sensor 2 

Same as above. 

• No signals used 

1.5.9 P0050, HO2S Heater Control Circuit Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Open circuit fault. This test will probably work. 

• O2_heater_bank2_front.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.10 P0051, HO2S Heater Control Circuit Low Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• O2_heater_bank2_front.control 
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Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.11 P0052, HO2S Heater Control Circuit High Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 

• O2_heater_bank2_front.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.12 P0053, HO2S Heater Resistance Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 0.5 volts, is applied. This test might work. Might also be wrong signal 
used, sensor instead of heater. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.13 P0056, HO2S Heater Control Circuit Bank 2 Sensor 2 

Open circuit fault. This test will probably work. 

• O2_heater_bank2_rear.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.14 P0057, HO2S Heater Control Circuit Low Bank 2 Sensor 2 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• O2_heater_bank2_rear.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.15 P0058, HO2S Heater Control Circuit High Bank 2 Sensor 2 

Short circuit to battery. This test will work. 

• O2_heater_bank2_rear.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.16 P0059, HO2S Heater Resistance Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 4.5 volts, is applied. This test will probably not work. 

• O2_sensor_bank2_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank2_front.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 
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1.5.17 P0131, O2 Sensor Circuit Low Voltage Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Short circuit to ground. This test will work. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.18 P0132, O2 Sensor Circuit High Voltage Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 5.0 volts, is applied. This test will work. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.19 P0133, O2 Sensor Circuit Slow Response Bank 1 Sensor 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used 

1.5.20 P0136, O2 Sensor Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 2 

Constant value, 0.45 volts, is applied. This test might work. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_rear.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_rear.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.21 P0137, O2 Sensor Circuit Low Voltage Bank 1 Sensor 2 

Constant value, 0.05 volts, is applied. This test will probably work, but should be better 
if the signal was short circuited to ground. 

• O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.22 P0138, O2 Sensor Circuit High Voltage Bank 1 Sensor 2 

Constant value, 5.0 volts, is applied. This test will work. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_rear.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_rear.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.23 P0139, O2 Sensor Circuit Slow Response Bank 1 Sensor 2 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signals used. 
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1.5.24 P0140, O2 Sensor Circuit No Activity Detected Bank 1 Sensor 2 

Constant value, 0.62 volts, is applied. This test will probably not work. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_rear.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_rear.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.25 P0141, O2 Sensor Heater Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 2 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Connect a resistor (16kohm) in series with oxygen 
sensor heating control. 

• No signal used 

1.5.26 P0151, O2 Sensor Circuit Low Voltage Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Short circuit to ground. Wrong signal used, bank 1 instead of bank 2. Otherwise should 
the test work. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.27 P0152, O2 Sensor Circuit High Voltage Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 0.6 volts, is applied. This test will probably not work. 

• O2_sensor_bank2_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank2_front.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.28 P0153, O2 Sensor Circuit Slow Response Bank 2 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used 

1.5.29 P0156, O2 Sensor Circuit Bank 2 Sensor 2 

Constant value, 0.45 volts, is applied. This test might work. 

• O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.30 P0157, O2 Sensor Circuit Low Voltage Bank 2 Sensor 2 

Constant value, 0.04 volts, is applied. This test will probably work, but should be better 
if the signal was short circuited to ground. 

• O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 
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1.5.31 P0158, O2 Sensor Circuit High Voltage Bank 2 Sensor 2 

Constant value, 1.3 volts, is applied. This test might work. 

• O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.32 P0159, O2 Sensor Circuit Slow Response Bank 2 Sensor 2 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used. 

1.5.33 P0160, O2 Sensor Circuit No Activity Detected Bank 2 Sensor 2 

Constant value, 0.62 volts, is applied. This test might work. Two versions of tests 
availably in the script with different signals manipulated (bank 1 and bank 2). The 
correct signal (bank 2) is listed below. 

• O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank2_rear.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.34 P0161, O2 Sensor Heater Circuit Bank 2 Sensor 2 

No SW-fault injected. Description:” Connect a resistor (16kohm) in series with oxygen 
sensor heating control”. 

• No signal used 

1.5.35 P0420, Catalyst System Efficiency Below Threshold Bank 1 

Signal amplification. Strange test. A sinus signal is generated on the .out signal. The 
.mim signal is then amplified with the .out signal. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_rear.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_rear.mim_in 

• O2_sensor_bank1_rear.out 

All signals are of data type double 

1.5.36 P0430, Catalyst System Efficiency Below Threshold Bank 2 

No SW-fault injected. Should be similar to test P0420 above with bank 2 instead of 
bank1. 

• No signal used 

1.5.37 P2096, Post Catalyst Fuel Trim System Too Lean Bank 1 

No SW-fault injected. 
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• No signal used 

1.5.38 P2097, Post Catalyst Fuel Trim System Too Rich Bank 1 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used 

1.5.39 P2098, Post Catalyst Fuel Trim System Too Lean Bank 2 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used 

1.5.40 P2099, Post Catalyst Fuel Trim System Too Rich Bank 2 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used 

1.5.41 P2177, System Too Lean Off Idle Bank 1 

Constant value, 1.5 volts, is applied. This test might work. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.42 P2178, System Too Rich Off Idle Bank 1 

An offset, 0.2 volts, is applied to the signal. This test will probably cause the P-code to 
be set. 

• MAF_signal.mim_in / MAF_signal.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.43 P2179, System Too Lean Off Idle Bank 2 

Constant value, 1.5 volts, is applied. Wrong signal is used, bank 1 instead of bank 2. 
This test will probably work with correct signal used. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_out 

.mim signal of data type Double 

1.5.44 P2180, System Too Rich Off Idle Bank 2 

An offset, 0.2 volts, is applied to the signal. This test is identical to test P2178 and both 
P-codes should be set when the test is executed. 

• MAF_signal.mim_in / MAF_signal.mim_out 
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.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.45 P2187, System Too Lean at Idle Bank 1 

No SW-fault injected. Shouldn’t be so different from test P2177. Off idle / at idle. 

• No signal used 

1.5.46 P2189, System Too Lean at Idle Bank 2 

No SW-fault injected. Shouldn’t be so different from test 2179. Same differences as 
between P2177 and P2187. 

• No signal used 

1.5.47 P2195, O2 Sensor Signal Stuck Lean Bank 1 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used 

1.5.48 P2196, O2 Sensor Signal Stuck Rich Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 0.5 volts, is applied. This test might work. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.49 P2197, O2 Sensor Signal Stuck Lean Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 0.12 volts, is applied. Wrong signal is used, O2_heater_bank1_front 
instead of O2_sensor_bank2_front. This test will probably work with correct signal. 

• O2_heater_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_heater_bank1_front.mim_in 

.mim signal of data type double 

1.5.50 P2198, O2 Sensor Signal Stuck Rich Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 0.8 volts, is applied. Wrong signal used, O2_sensor_bank1_front 
instead of O2_sensor_bank2_front. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_out 

.mim signal of data type double 

1.5.51 P2231, O2 Sensor Signal Circuit Shorted to Heater Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 2.0, is applied. This test will probably not work. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_out 
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.mim signals if data type double 

1.5.52 P2232, O2 Sensor Signal Circuit Shorted to Heater Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 2 

No SW-fault injected. Description:”Short-cut Sensor Signal to Heater Control A6 car - 
A61 ECM (Open)”. 

• No signal used 

1.5.53 P2234, O2 Sensor Signal Circuit Shorted to Heater Circuit Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 2.0, is applied. This test might work with correct signal used, bank 2 
instead of bank 1. 

• O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_sensor_bank1_front.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.54 P2235, O2 Sensor Signal Circuit Shorted to Heater Circuit Bank 2 Sensor 2 

No SW-fault injected. Description:”Short-cut Sensor Signal to Heater Control A6 car - 
A10 ECM (Open)”. 

• No signal used 

1.5.55 P2237, O2 Sensor Positive Current Control Circuit/Open Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Constant value, 1.5 volts, is applied. Wrong signal used, O2_heater_bank1_front instead 
of O2_sensor_bank1_front. Might be wrong fault that injects; constant value instead of 
open circuit fault. Description:” Lambda sensor upstream cat, pumping current pin 
(Bank 1) (L1-A24). Line interruption on IP. Offset corrected sensor voltage upstream 
catalyst of a wide-band Lambda sensor”. 

O2_heater_bank1_front.mim_in / O2_heater_bank1_front.mim_in 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.5.56 P2238, O2 Sensor Positive Current Control Circuit Low Bank 1 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. Same description as above in test P2237. 

• No signal used. 

1.5.57 P2241, O2 Sensor Positive Current Control Circuit Low Bank 2 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. Same description as in test P2237. 

• No signal used 
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1.5.58 P2242, O2 Sensor Positive Current Control Circuit High Bank 2 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. Same description as in test P2237. 

• No signal used 

1.5.59 P2243, O2 Sensor Reference Voltage Circuit/Open Bank 1 Sensor 1 

Open circuit fault. This test might work if correct signal is used. 

• O2_heater_bank1_front.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.60 P2247, O2 Sensor Reference Voltage Circuit/Open Bank 2 Sensor 1 

Open circuit fault. This test is similar to test P2243 above and will probably work if 
P2243 does. 

• O2_heater_bank2_front.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.5.61 P2251, O2 Sensor Negative Current Control Circuit/Open Bank 1 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Lambda sensor upstream catalyst, virtual ground 
(Bank 1). Line interruption on VM. Offset corrected sensor voltage upstream catalyst of 
a wide-band lambda sensor”. 

• No signal used 

1.5.62 P2254, O2 Sensor Negative Current Control Circuit/Open Bank 2 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. Same description as in test P2251 above. 

• No signal used 

1.5.63 P2414, O2 Sensor Exhaust Sample Error Bank 1 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Lambda sensor upstream catalyst, outside exhaust 
system (bank 1). Offset corrected sensor voltage upstream catalyst wide-band Lambda 
sensor”. 

• No signal used 

1.5.64 P2415, O2 Sensor Exhaust Sample Error Bank 2 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Lambda sensor upstream catalyst, outside exhaust 
system (bank 2). Offset corrected sensor voltage upstream catalyst wide-band Lambda 
sensor”. 

• No signal used 
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1.5.65 P2626, O2 Sensor Pumping Current Trim Circuit/Open Bank 1 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. Description: “Lambda sensor upstream cat, pumping current trim 
(bank 1)”. 

• No signal used 

1.5.66 P2629, O2 Sensor Pumping Current Trim Circuit/Open Bank 2 Sensor 1 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used 

1.6 Script AIR 

Common signals for all tests in this script: 

• EngineRunning_H.in: 

Boolean variable. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• IgnitionKeyPos0_H.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• PowerMode.in: 

Variable of data type long. Used in the Test Controller. Should be able to rationalize 
away. IgnitionKeyPos_H.in should be enough. 

 

• Obd.resp: 

OBD response. Data type: struct{struct{short source; string errMsg}[] errorList; 
struct{short source; buffer msgData}[] msgList}. Used in the Test Controller. 

 

• Obd.rq: 

OBD request. Data type: buffer. 

 

1.6.1 P0117, Engine Coolant Temperature Circuit Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test will probably work. 

• Coolant_temp.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 
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1.6.2 P0118, Engine Coolant Temperature Circuit High 

Constant value, 5.0 volts, is applied. This test will probably work. 

• Coolant_temp.mim_in / coolant_temp.mim_out 

.mim signals of data type double 

1.6.3 P0128, Coolant Thermostat (Coolant Temperature Below Thermostat 
Regulating Temperature) 

No SW-fault injected. 

• No signal used. 

1.6.4 P0240, Turbo/Super Charger Boost Sensor "B" Circuit 
Range/Performance 

No SW-fault injected. Description:” Interrupt signal on turbocharger wastegate 
solenoid”. 

• No signal used 

1.6.5 P0243, Turbo/Super Charger Wastegate Solenoid "A" 

Open circuit fault. This test is probably correct. 

• TCV.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.6.6 P0245, Turbo/Super Charger Wastegate Solenoid "A" Low 

Short circuit to ground. This test is probably correct. 

• TCV.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 

1.6.7 P0246, Turbo/Super Charger Wastegate Solenoid "A" High 

Short circuit to battery. This test is probably correct. 

• TCV.control 

Control signal of data type struct{char command; char[] parameters} 
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